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Do’s and Don’ts!!
For a Safe Hospital Stay



During hospitalization, children are more anxious 
than usual due to the different environment and 
physical condition, and they behave differently 
from usual. Is the bed fence raised up to the top?

Raise the bed fence.

The momentwhen you look awayfrom your child!

Even for

a brief mom
ent...

Even only 

for 3 second
s...



Is there anything on the bed that your child can 
step on and climb out of bed? Is there anything 
that may cause your child to choke or suffocate? 
Please check again for safety.



Children may forget about the IV line and start 
running when they find something interesting or 
feel anxious.

You may have to 
change diapers
more often than usual
 when an IV straw is
connected to you.

You may carelessly
forget that
an IV straw is connected to you.

Hold hands when walking!!



They may feel unsteady on their feet
unexpectedly when walking after staying in bed 
for a long period of time. With this in mind, 
please hold hands with your child for safety.



Your child may not be able to walk like they 
usually do after being in bed for a long period 
of time. If your child wears shoes that come off 
easily, he/she may trip and fall. Even if your 

child did not have any problems with walking 
at home, it is best to check again for safety.

sandals×　slippers×　
indoor shoes ◯　sneakers with Velcro ◯

Wear shoes
 that are comfortable to walk in.

Do your shoes

come off easily?

Can your shoescause youto trip and fall?



Your child may not be able to walk like they 
usually do after being in bed for a long period 
of time. If your child wears shoes that come off 
easily, he/she may trip and fall. Even if your 

child did not have any problems with walking 
at home, it is best to check again for safety.

sandals×　slippers×　
indoor shoes ◯　sneakers with Velcro ◯

Be more careful and stay safe!
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